SPRING FISWG/NCMS Hybrid Training Event
May 1, 2024

Event location: Carley Corporation
12802 Science Drive, Orlando, FL  32826

8:00-8:30 Virtual attendees: Log into the NCMS link for the event
In-person attendees: Check in at registration table to get badges.

8:30-9:00 Opening Remarks- Derek Force, FISWG Board

9:00-10:00 **Overview of Technology Control Plans (TCP), Visitor Control and Compliance**
An overview of ways to handle visitors/foreign visitors in areas involved with export control programs,
how to protect CUI/ITAR data, and the approval of foreign nationals.
Ms. Ashley Guritza, Director of Int'l Collaboration and Export Control-Office of Research, UCF

10:00-10:15 Break

10:15-10:45 **What is an Information Management System (IMS) and an Overview of SIMS.**
An overview of how SIMS software can assist you in management your IMS requirement.
Ms. Alex Grantham, SIMS Software.

10:45-11:00 Break

11:00-12:00 **DD-254 and Contracting requirements.**
Overview on DD-254s from a GCA perspective.
Mr. Israel (Izzy) Reyes, Security Manager, SOCOM

12:00-1:00 Lunch

1:00-2:30 **NBIS Update/Overview**
An overview of the latest and greatest on the transition and operation of NBIS.
Mr. Quinton Wilkes, Director-Corporate Security, L-3 Harris

2:30-2:45 Break

2:45-4:15 **NISP eMASS Overview**
An overview of what you need to know for eMASS to include: enhancements, upcoming enhancements, common issues, and questions.
Ms. Luciana (Lucy) Rodrigues, AO Designated Representative-NISP Authorization Office, DCSA

4:15 Closing Remarks

To request CEUs, email maria.e.turner@lmco.com